The inclusion of gauge messengers in models of gauge mediation allows for more general predictions that those described by the framework of general gauge mediation. Motivated by this, we explore some models of gauge mediation with gauge messengers in SU(5) GUTs.
Introduction:
A lot of work has been done in in recent years trying to understand the most general way to describe the sort of mass spectra one can expect to find at the LHC if SUSY is realized in nature and is communicated to the MSSM through gauge interactions ( [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15] ). A framework known as general gauge mediation [2] (GGM) was constructed and, under very general assumptions, it describes (in a model independent way) the possible set of soft terms one can expect with only a small number of parameters. Sum rules for the squark/slepton masses were also derived.
From this work other features that were necessary for a particular model to be viable have emerged. One example is the requirement that the universe should be in a perturbative metastable vacuum [16, 17, 18] . This conclusion arose from the fact that if this is not assumed, gaugino masses vanish at leading order in F M . This would generally give a small hierarchy between gaugino masses and the soft scalar masses, which leads to some tuning to get the correct electroweak symmetry breaking scale. 1 In [3] , it was noted that the predictions of GGM could be generalized by allowing the presence of gauge messengers. These are Higgsed vector fields that couple to SUSY breaking vevs and thus act as messengers. An extension of GGM which allowed for gauge messengers was constructed in [10] . One particular difference is that gaugino masses are generated at leading order in This scenario is then richer than the one described by GGM: it allows for a more general class of soft terms and the sum rules of GGM are changed [3] . The main motivation of this work is then to explore the role of gauge messengers and see whether these models lead to qualitatively different conclusions.
One problem that arose when trying to build models of this type is that some of them have tachyonic squark and/or slepton masses [12, 10, 3] . This is because the leading order (one loop) contribution to the soft scalar masses is always tachyonic. In [10] was shown that this contribution can be suppressed with respect to the two loop corrections. But even these are often negative, so that squarks/sleptons remain tachyonic even at two loops.
The aim of this paper is then to address this problem, and propose possible solutions.
Its structure is as follows: in section 2 we give a description of the basic model we will be considering. The messengers will be adjoints of SU (5) . We will show that in the vacuum, and because we will couple these adjoints to some F-terms, the SU (5) is naturally broken to the MSSM gauge group SU (3) × SU (2) × U (1). This is different from many models where the GUT breaking respects SUSY and the choice of symmetry breaking pattern is chosen.
In section 3 is a review of the results of [10, 3] .
In section 4 we explore the problem of tachyonic squarks and sleptons and show that in a large class of models the sign of the soft masses depends only on the field content of the messenger sector, and not on the parameters: F/M turns out to be universal for both gauge and non-gauge messengers.
1 A more general argument that any vacuum of a model with low energy SUSY breaking model should be metastable can be made by saying that any spontaneously broken R-symmetry should be only approximate in order not to have a massless R-axion. This is a much weaker assumption: it only requires that SUSY is restaured somewhere in field space (e.g. non-perturbativelly), while the previous argument requires that this vacuum must be accessible within the regime of validity of perturbation theory.
In section 5 we show how the constraints used to derive the previous result can be evaded with two examples, and we present the conclusions in section 6.
A toy model:
The model for the messenger sector consists of two fields that are adjoints under the SU (5) GUT and a singlet. The superpotential is given by:
Where Φ is the singlet and Y 0 and Y 2 are adjoints of SU (5). This superpotential has an Rsymmetry such that R(Y 0 ) = 0 and R(Y 2 ) = R(Φ) = 2, and is general. The Y-fields can be written using the generators of the Lie Algebra of SU (5):
, where T (a) are the generators (mode details in the appendix A). Note that linear terms in the Y-fields vanish as the generators of SU (5) are traceless.
Let us start by analyzing this model in the limit where λ = 0:
In this case there are two independent sectors: one composed by the singlet and it's superpotential (singlet sector), and the second consisting of the adjoint and its superpotential (adjoint sector). SUSY is broken in the singlet sector as F Φ = µ 2 , and Φ is the Goldstino. The adjoint sector can have several SUSY solutions: Where we use the notation diag({x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n }) to denote a diagonal matrix with elements x 1 , ..., x n . Since SUSY is not broken in the adjoint sector the degeneracy between these vacua is not lifted and (ignoring SUGRA corrections) all should be considered on equal footing.
Let us consider now the beta function associated with the GUT gauge group: the extra adjoints give a very large negative contribution above their mass threshold:
Where we take as matter content: the MSSM [19, 20] (a fundamental 5, an anti-symmetric 10 and two Higgs, 5 and 5) and two adjoints for the messenger sector.
Above the GUT scale the gauge coupling will not be asymptotically free. This means that we are implicitly assuming that above the GUT scale the MSSM is actually the dual low energy description os some theory valid at energies well above the GUT scale (other examples where the MSSM is considered to be the dual of another theory are considered in [21, 22] ). In this context, the singlets of the low energy theory could be thought of as composites of some other fields. Now let us turn on the λ parameter: If λ is small enough the solutions will change by a small amount and in the minimum the symmetry breaking pattern should be one of the exhibited by the previous solutions (a more detailed discussion of the general minimization of the potential is presented in the appendix A).
At leading order in λ one gets:
Where, as expected, there is a flat direction associated with the fields with R-charge 2, parameterized here by y. An important point to make is that there are no new complex phases associated with these vevs, so there are no new sources of CP violation.
We noted that when λ = 0 there were three possible solutions and that they all should be considered on equal footing. By coupling the adjoint sector to the singlet sector (SUSY breaking sector), this degeneracy is broken. By choosing λ to be positive we see that the preferred vacuum is the one required in the MSSM and none of the others.
The non-vanishing F-terms are:
Where:
So, some of the F-terms are not invariant under the GUT gauge group. As we will see this is a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of gauge messengers.
Gauge messengers:
Now let us consider the gauge messengers. The form of a fermionic mass matrix squared for a generic superpotential and field content is given by:
Where W i (W ij ) is the first (second) derivative of the superpotential with respect to the fields
i T a φ i and D a ,j is its derivative with respect to φ j . Indices are raised and lowered by complex conjugation. 2 In the usual models of gauge mediation the only non-vanishing F-term is associated with a gauge invariant direction. This means that the off-diagonal terms √ 2D a,j i W j in the fermionic mass matrix (squared) vanish, so that the only fields that feel the effects of SUSY breaking are the scalars.
This doesn't have to happen: in our case, when λ is not zero, there are some F-terms that are not gauge invariant under the full GUT group. This means that the Higgsing of the vector superfields is not SUSY: there will be some mixing between the Higgsed gauginos and the fermionic components of messengers. The mass spectrum of the components of these Higgsed vector superfields will not be SUSY, and because of this they will act as (gauge-)messengers.
For this particular case, it's the bifundamentals of the SU (3) × SU (2) that are Higgsed and act as gauge messengers 3 .
The mass matrix for these fields at leading order in λ is:
So we can see that the F-terms couple to the gauge fields at tree-level and the model has gauge 2 Gauge invariance of the superpotential in the form of: D a,j ,k Wj + D a,j W jk ≡ 0 was used to simplify the mass matrix.
3 See Table B for an detailed explanation of the notation used.
messengers. The fermionic masses are approximately given by:
And m g.m.,± are the masses of the gauge messengers 4 .
We note that even though this is F-term breaking the mass splittings come from (tree-level) Kahler potential interactions, not from the superpotential. This is the main difference from the usual models of gauge mediation.
The soft terms:
The soft terms for a model of gauge mediation with gauge messengers has been recently computed in [10, 3, 11] . We shall present a short review of these calcultions [10] using only wave-function renormalization techniques [12, 23] .
The main differences from the usual scenarios of gauge mediation are:
• gaugino masses are generated at leading order in F M expansion (even without metastability);
• soft scalar masses are generated at one loop;
• trilinear couplings are generated at one loop even at the messenger scale;
Gaugino Masses:
Diagrammatically we have that the contributions to gaugino masses are given in Figure 1 . In most models of gauge mediation the second diagram actually doesn't give any contribution. . A cross is a mass insertion and a double cross is an F-term insertion. These diagrams give the leading order in F/M gaugino mass contribution.
We will now calculate this contribution: Let us assume that we've fixed some useful gauge (eg. unitary gauge) to perform the calculations and that we call our goldstino field X, so that 4 To compute the eigenvalue m l we computed the fermionic mass matrix to order λ 3 and then extracted the eigenvalues, which we then expanded to order λ 2 .
in the vacuum < X >= x + θ 2 F . Unlike in the usual scenario we will allow x to not be a gauge singlet. So F dictates the scale of SUSY breaking while x is one of the vevs responsible for the breaking of the GUT gauge group to the MSSM gauge groups.
For now let us set F to 0 and work in the SUSY limit.
For the unbroken gauge multiplet, at a given scale µ, the Lagrangian interaction is determined by the X-dependent gauge function S(X, µ), (where the reason why S can only depend on X is that it must be a holomorphic function of X):
If we now turn on F a little bit (F/M 2 << 1), and since the dependence of S on < X > is holomorphic, the only way that S can change (at one loop) is by the change < X >→ X, where X is now a spurion field. This replacement is called analytical continuation into superspace, since the continuation of < X > to superspace induces a continuation of both gauge coupling and wavefunction renormalization to superspace as well (from their dependence on X). The validity of the procedure relies on the fact that this continuation gives the correct R.G. equations for the soft terms.
And S is given by:
Where Θ is the topological vacuum angle.
So, to compute gaugino masses at leading order in F we need only to solve the R.G. equations for the gauge coupling in the SUSY limit and the continue them to superspace. We note that even though S is holomorphic in the goldstino field, α −1 = 16πRe(S) is not. The one loop R.G. equation is
where t = Log(µ) and b = 3N c − N f for an SU (N ) theory. Let us call b ′ the β-function coefficient in the U.V. (i.e. above the GUT scale), and b i the β-function coefficient of the i-th gauge group below the GUT scale (so SU (2), SU (3) or U (1)). So that the expressions for the holomorphic gauge coupling below the messenger scale is given by:
Where Λ U.V. is some U.V. cutoff.
The gaugino mass (at this order) 5 is given by
So, below the scale x =< X > the gaugino mass is given by the θ 2 component of the gauge function S which is:
This generalizes for multiple mass thresholds (as long as F/M 2 << 1). However, it is well known that if the hidden sector superpotential is a cubic polynomial in the fields and one is sitting at the global minimum, the contribution from normal messengers vanishes to leading order in F/M. which means that the only possible non-vanishing contribution is from gauge messengers, and this is given by:
Where N ′ c , N c,a are the number of colors in the GUT, MSSM "a-th" gauge group, and −2(N ′ c − N c,a ) is the contribution from the Higgsed vector superfields ((N ′ c − N c,a ) from the eaten would be Goldstone Bosons and -3(N ′ c − N c,a ) from the vector field). Explicit computations for the toy model at hand have been done and and it has been checked that this contribution is non-zero.
Scalar Masses:
Scalar masses can be generated at one loop. This is because the gauge messengers couple to non-zero F-terms already at tree-level. The diagrams are presented in Figure 2 . The crucial observation is that in the SUSY limit the mass of the Higgsed vector superfields is given by (M 2 v ) AB = Φ † {T A , T B }Φ. One can take the simplifying assumption that all the masses are the same and that we've chosen a basis where they are diagonal, i.e. (M 2 v ) AB = (Φ, Φ)δ AB , where the inner product is defined as the (degenerate) eigenvalue of the matrix Φ † {T A , T B }Φ.
The one loop R.G. equation for the Quark superfield is given by:
where c ′ is the Casimir of the Quark superfield representation under GUT gauge group (c ′ =
for an SU (N ) fundamental).
So that below the messenger threshold the wave-function renormalization function is given by:
and b ′ is the beta-function coefficient of the GUT gauge coupling and c,b are the corresponding constants for the MSSM gauge couplings.
The gauge coupling below the messenger threshold is given by:
We now need to continue these expressions into superspace and extract the SUSY breaking soft terms. The first step is to canonically normalize the fields: upon analytically continuation Z picks up θ 2 ,θ 2 and θ 2 θ 2 terms with the constraint that it must be a real function. So the θ 2 and the θ 2 components are the complex conjugates of each other:
Where the z is the "scalar" component of Z, Z| θ 2 is the θ 2 component of Z and Z| θ 2 θ 2 is the θθ 2 component of Z.
Then after the redefinition of canonically normalized fields:
Where Q is the normal Quark superfield and Q' is the canonically normalized quark superfield.
If we define the terms in the potential as:
And integrate out the auxiliary components of the quark fields using the previous expressions, if follows that:
Because the correct mass threshold for gauge messengers is of the form (x, x) and not X † X, the expansion of the gauge coupling into superspace is given by:
Where α −1 a (µ) is the gauge coupling below the gauge messenger mass threshold and α −1 ((X, X)) is the gauge coupling at the messenger mass threshold.
If we now replace these expressions for the gauge couplings in the expression for the squark masses, we get:
Where we note that the one loop contribution is often tachyonic since c ≤ c ′ and
The case with two messenger thresholds is a simple generalization of this, and at leading order (i.e. ignoring the running of the gauge coupling) the result is a direct sum of the result we got for gauge messengers and the usual result for normal messengers. So the contributions for the soft terms coming from different messengers add up 6 .
A-terms:
The relevant diagram to compute is: As we saw in the previous section, the A-terms are given by:
Being that this expression is readily extracted from considering the expression for the wavefunction renormalization: (18) , and the expression for the gauge coupling (19) analytically continued to superspace.
The result is given by:
Where χ = α(M ) α(µ) . so that the main contribution is
Suppression of the one loop contribution to squark masses:
An important result of [10] was to show that when the scalar partner of the goldstino (sgoldstino) gets a large vev, these corrections are suppressed.
It is a well known result that in O'R. models where the superpotential is a cubic polynomial in the fields, the vev of the scalar partner of the goldstino parameterizes a flat direction of the potential [18, 24] :
is a flat direction.
The one loop contribution is proportional to the coefficient
, which along the flat direction scales as:
Where we took the limit zF ≫ x. Comparing with the suppression one gets for the usual two loop contribution:
So that the ratio between the one and the two loop contribution is:
so that if we stabilize z sufficiently far away from the origin the two loop corrections can dominate over the one-loop ones.
We note that since (F, F )(x, x) − (x, F )(F, x) can be small when compared with (F, F ) due to some alignement, one can have a sufficient suppression of the one loop correction without necessarily requiring a very large value of z.
If instead of z we had used y = z |F | to parameterize the flat direction, the limit is approximately given by:
Where M v is the mass of the Higgsed gauginos evaluated at the origin of the pseudomoduli space y = 0 (If there is some alignment between F and x this lower bound can be violated).
Model Building Constraints:
In this section we will show that in a large class of models, for large sgoldstino vevs, one can show that for every messenger in a model:
Where the pseudomoduli direction is given by:
What this means is that in a large class of models, F/M is the same for all (gauge and non-gauge) messengers. In other words: even if the mass thresholds of the messengers are different and the F-terms they couple to are different, F/M will be the same for all messengers. What this implies is that the sign of the squark/slepton masses depends only on the field content of the theory, not on it's parameters 8 .
Let us be more precise about what kind of models we are considering:
• The Kahler potential is canonical;
• SUSY should be broken at tree-level (no runaway directions);
• The vev of the sgoldstino parameterizes the only flat direction and it should be everywhere stable (i.e. no metastability);
• The messengers couple linearly to the goldstino;
• The fermionic mass matrices for (non-gauge) messengers factorize into 2 × 2 matrices;
• In order to suppress the one loop tachyonic contribution from gauge messenger to scalar masses the sgoldstino is the largest vev in the model;
For example: the first four constraints are easily satisfied in renormalizable theories that break SUSY by virtue of the rank condition (and we sit at the global minima). The fifth condition essentially tells us that the messenger sector should not contain three fields that can mix in complicated ways.
An important result [18, 17] is that in the global minima one has:
Where X is the vev of the scalar partner of the goldstino, and W ij is the second derivative of the superpotential with respect to the fields φ i , φ j . This is nothing but the argument that gaugino masses vanish at leading order in F/M unless the vacuum is metastable.
We also note that if the superpotential for the messengers can be written in the form, and there is an R-symmetry:
then [17] :
wether or not there is metastability, so that ∂ ∂X Det(W ij ) = 0, and the following argument still applies.
By manipulating (38) , and choosing a basis where the fermionic mass matrix is diagonal, one can rewrite is as:
When the fermionic mass matrix factorizes to a 2 × 2 matrix, this means that:
So, the contribution to the soft scalar masses is exactly the same for both fermionic mass eigenstates (at leading order in F/M).
We now write down the general dependence of the mass matrix for the messengers on the vevs of the model:
Where m ij is some mass matrix and W ijk is the third derivative of the superpotential, and we have separated the dependence on the goldstino field X from the other fields (φ's). The higher order terms are absent if the superpotential is a cubic polynomial in the fields. Since messengers couple to the goldstino, the term W ijk X k cannot be identically 0.
For large vevs of X 9 we have:
This means that:
For the mass matrices we are considering, this implies that one of the mass eigenstates is very light and the other is very heavy:
So, for the heavy field, the contribution to the soft masses is given by:
And (42) tells us that this contribution is the same for both mass eigenstates. Now, for the gauge messengers, we've just shown that the contribution to soft masses is proportional to the square of
, where the inner product (A, B) i is defined as the i-th
For large vevs of X this is given by:
As we wanted to show.
Constraining models with gauge messengers:
We've seen that in a variety of models the ratios F/M for the different fields approach a universal value for large values of the sgoldstino vev. This means that the sign of the squark and slepton masses generated is a function only of group theory factors (i.e. the representations of the messenger fields) and does not depend on the superpotential parameters. In particular, apart from R.G. effects, the ratios of squarks and sleptons depend only on the representations of the messenger fields.
It is interesting to note that in these models, for large sgoldstino vevs, we recover the condition for non-tachyonic scalar soft masses that was derived in [12] :
Where b ′ (b i ) are coefficients of the beta functions for the gauge couplings above (below) the GUT scale and c ′ (c i ) are the Casimirs of the representation under which the field transforms above (below) the GUT scale.
The main difference though is that equality of F/M for all messengers is not assumed.
This constraint can be easily evaded if we assume metastability. There are different reasons why this scenario is probably not preferred. Metastability usually requires the existence of an approximate R-symmetry [16, 1, 25, 26, 27] . Unlike in normal models of gauge mediation (e.g. ISS [1] ) to suppress the tachyonic contribution to squarks we do not want the vacuum to be close to the origin of field space. It is hard to see how a polynomial superpotential could have an approximate R-symmetry far away from the origin.
If the gauge coupling (above the GUT scale) is asymptotically free, the mechanism of [28] becomes available to stabilize the vacuum far away from the origin. However, this doesn't always happen. Also, the one loop contributions to the effective potential don't necessarily lead to the stabilization of flat directions [9, 29, 8, 10] .
Another thing to consider is wether such local minima should be preferred with respect to global ones. In [30, 31, 32, 33] it was shown that generically thermal corrections in the early universe make vacua close to the origin of field space preferred, this is because close to the origin of field space there are usually more light fields, so thermal corrections are smaller.
It is also possible that the number of messengers is sufficiently small so that (49) is verified. However, two adjoints is already too many...
One could think of building a model with one adjoint field (plus messengers in other representations), but this is very hard. Assume:
• There is only one adjoint field Y (plus fields in other representations);
• In order to break SU (5) → SU (3) × SU (2) × U (1), Y is the only non-gauge invariant field whose F-term and scalar component can get vevs (singlets can have scalar and F-term vevs);
• Above the GUT scale, the model is SUSY;
• The sgolstino vev parameterizes a flat direction;
The second constraint is actually not very constraining as fundamental, symmetric and antisymmetric vevs don't break SU (5) to the MSSM gauge groups. More complicated representations are likely to contribute to the beta function so that (49) is violated.
The third condition means that no field that couples to any SUSY breaking vev can be heavier than the GUT scale 10 . In other words: the only SUSY breaking parameters allowed at the GUT scale are F-term vevs of dynamical fields, there are no spurions.
In order to have gauge messengers, there must exist a non-gauge invariant F-term. This means that in the vacuum:
And these vevs break
Since there is only one adjoint,it must be that:
Since y is the only non-gauge invariant vev. If we assume the superpotential is a polynomial function of the fields, we have that f (0) = 0.
However in models where SUSY is broken due to the rank condition, or where SUSY is spontaneously broken and the superpotential is a cubic polynomial, the vev of the goldstino parameterizes a flat direction. Since F y is non-zero, Y is part of the goldstino (generally there may be more non-zero F-terms, so that the goldstino is a particular linear combination of these fields). In any case, the scalar component of Y, y, parameterizes a flat direction. So F y cannot depend on y and must vanish. So, with these constraints it's not possible to build a model of gauge mediation where gauge messengers exist.
Another possible way around this problem which we shall not explore here is to embed the SU (5) into a product of several groups [34, 35] .
Possible solutions:
A simple possible solution to this problem is to have a second independent flat direction that does not couple to (all) normal messengers. This violates one of the constraints and allows us to address the problem of tachyonic scalar masses.
We will now consider two ways in which this can happen:
Where it's assumed that the solution to the doublet-triplet problem implies the existence of an adjoint field whose vev breaks SU (5) to the MSSM gauge groups, or some other field whose vev contributes to the mass of the Higgsed vector superfields. Related studies to the second case have been done in [36] , but where the emphasis is direct gauge mediation, and in [37] , where there are similar couplings between an extra sector that contains an adjoint. They solve the tachyon problem by simply coupling the adjoint to a spurion singlet field through superpotential interactions, so the messengers are only chiral fields.
Case 1:
In this case we create the second flat direction by adding a second sector where SUSY is spontaneously broken and that does not contain gauge messengers. There are then two goldstino fields. By changing the ratio of the vevs of the two sgoldstino fields we can enhance the contributions from normal messengers to the soft terms, and get non-tachyonic squarks and sleptons.
As an example consider that we couple the model we presented in section 1, and add a second sector with 2 chiral messengers in fundamental/anti-fundamental pairs (Q 1 , Q 2 ,Q 1 ,Q 2 ). The superpotential is:
(52) Where Φ, Φ, Q 2 ,Q 2 have R-charges equal to 2, and Y 0 , Q 1 ,Q 1 have R-charge 0. Since there are no couplings between the fields of the two sector, we can study them independently.
To simplify the discussion even further, we shall take m 1 = m 2 and µ = µ. For m 2 2 > λ 2 µ 2 , the quarks do not get vevs, and the minimum of the potential is given by:
And Φ is undetermined at tree-level.
Furthermore, since in this sector there are no gauge messengers [17] , quantum corrections stabilize the vev of the goldstino at the origin of field space. It is not relevant that R-symmetry is not spontaneously broken in this sector, what is important is that the sgolstino vev of the sector with gauge messengers is non-zero (as this breaks the R-symmetry). At the origin of field space, both quarks get masses equal to m, and couple to an F-term equal to λµ 2 , so that
Where this contribution only affects soft scalar masses, and n.s. stands for "normal messenger sector".
We have already studied the other sector, and for large sgoldstino vevs F/M is approximately given by:
Where g.s stands for gauge messenger sector and y parameterizes the vev along the sgoldstino direction. These contributions affect both soft gaugino and scalar masses. In particular the contribution to the scalar masses is negative.
We will now specify the region in parameter space that we will be considering. In order to keep the gauge couplings in the perturbative regime, all the particles reasonably heavy. Also, to keep the scale of the soft terms much lower than the GUT scale to avoid a large tuning for electroweak symmetry breaking, √ F ≪ M GU T . There are several ways to do this. The way we will do it is by choosing the parameters around the region where the F-term equations become degenerate and SUSY stops being broken, i.e. if the superpotential was:
We would choose the parameters in such a way that the two f i ({φ j })'s vanish at the same point in field space. A possible reason for this to happen could be an approximate symmetry of the superpotential of the high energy theory (e.g. it is only violated by some non-perturbative term).
In this work we will assume that the flat direction can be stabilized far away from the origin. In [8] it was shown that in models with gauge messengers, even if the R-charges of the fields are 2 and 0 the sgolstino vev can be stabilized away from the origin. So, Coleman-Weinberg corrections are a possible mechanism to achieve this.
The scalar two loop contributions are given by:
where c ′′ , c ′ i are the quadratic Casimirs for the particular MSSM quark (for a fundamental of SU (5), c ′′ = and we can choose the parameters in such a way that the vev of the field y is such that all the squarks/sleptons are non-tachyonic.
We will now give an example point: In units of µ. We assume that the goldstino flat direction The "effective" F/M one loop contribution is
The two loop F/M contribution is:
Where in the sector with the gauge messengers, all F/M 's are approximately the equal to the value F/M g.m. , and for the sector with the quarks F/M is given by F/M f und .
We can now compute the squark and slepton masses, which we summarize in the next we took all gauge coupling to be equal, and equal to 1.
A-terms are proportional to:
While the gaugino masses are around:
If M GU T is take to be 10 16 , then squarks and sleptons have masses around 3TeV and gauginos have masses around 400GeV, at the messenger scale.
More generally, and in the worst case, one may expect an approximate upper bound on the ratio:
So that even if the sgolstino of the sector with gauge messengers is not stabilized very far away from the origin, the splitting between gauginos and squarks/sleptons is around one order of magnitude.
In this model one does not expect unification to be automatic. At one loop, and with the parameters we used, it is very simple to calculate the gauge couplings as a function of the energy scale: As we can see in Figure 4 , unification is possible without a large fine-tuning (but is not automatic).
Case 2:
In this case there is a flat direction to which the gauge messengers couple, but the normal messengers do not. Unlike in the previous example this flat direction is not associated with SUSY breaking. So the normal messengers have masses of order m = X (where X is the sgoldstino vev), and gauge messengers have masses of order Φ, where Φ is the vev along the second flat direction. In this case the suppression of the one loop tachyonic contribution of the gauge messengers to the soft squark/slepton masses is lost.
The expressions of the soft terms is approximately:
Where the group theory factors associated with the number of messengers are encoded in N g.m. , N n.m. and N g.m. . Where X is the sgoldstino vev and Φ is the vev along the flat direction. One then needs Φ X to be large enough so that m 2 Q > 0. If Φ X is large enough so that m 2 Q > 0, a significant cancelation between the one loop contribution from gauge messengers and the two loop contribution from normal messengers is required to get m Q ∼ m λ .
Example:
As a particular example, we now explore the possibility that this solution is actually connected to the solution of the doublet-triplet problem. We will now briefly review this problem [19, 20] .
In the context of SU (5) GUTs the doublet-triplet problem can be understood in the following way: take the two MSSM Higgs fields to be a fundamental/antifundamental pair of SU (5). Below the energy at which the GUT symmetry is spontaneously broken these representations split to two (3, 1) and two (1, 2) under SU (3) and SU (2) respectively. The (1, 2)'s are the MSSM Higgs fields. Since the triplets are absent in the low energy theory, they must be massive. Below these Higgs triplets mass scale, they can be integrated out. This generically generates dimension 5 operators 11 that allow for proton decay [38] :
Where T represents the Higgs triplets, Q and L are quarks/leptons (for solid lines) and squarks/sleptons (for dashed lines), and we suppressed the family and gauge indices. This diagram is suppressed by the Higgsino triplet mass and the SUSY breaking scale. Since there are very stringent bound on this decay, it means that the Higgs triplets should actually be very heavy.
This problem can be addressed if one assumes the existence of a sliding singlet that couples to the Higgs [39] :
This superpotential has many different minima, all of which are SUSY. If all the Higgs vevs are 0, we have:
Since we know that in any realistic model, below the E.W. scale, the Higgs doublets spontaneously break the SU (2) × U (1) symmetry by acquiring vevs, we can look for SUSY solutions that allow for this mechanism to happen. If only the Higgs triplets are stabilized at the origin, there is only one solution that is:
Along this direction the Higgs triplets are very heavy while the doublets remain massless (at tree-level):
We will now add to this extended version of the MSSM the model we presented in the second section, and assume that the solution which keeps the Higgs doublets light and the triplets heavy is the correct minimum of the potential.
The adjoints of SU (5) will decompose to (8, 0) + (0, 3) + (3, 2) + (3, 2)+singlet. There is no mixing between the adjoints of the two sectors and they all get masses close to the GUT scale. The bifundamentals of the two sectors do mix: one chiral pair is eaten by the gauginos and becomes heavy, the two other pairs are "light" and get masses of the order of So that if the GUT scale is 10 16 GeV , the two "light" bifundamentals would be around 10 7 GeV . We note that both the Higgs doublets and triplets have SUSY spectra, i.e. they do 12 MGUT is taken to be the mass of the Higgsed vector bosons not couple to any F-terms at tree-level, as the vev of the F-term ofΦ is 0. The Higgs sector is different from the quark and leptonic sectors since they can know about SUSY breaking indirectly through loops withΦ bifundamentals 13 .
Ignoring this effect which should be small if λ x and λ x are small, we can give an order of magnitude estimate for the contribution coming from gauge mediation. One needs to take into account the one loop contribution from gauge messengers and the two loop contributions from both gauge and normal messengers. The one loop F/M effect (given in (27) ) is (F/M ) (1) = 3, 91 × 10 −10 .
The two loop F/M effects are given by:
So that the order of magnitude for the soft terms (at the messengers scale):
Where there are nearly three orders of magnitude between gaugino and scalar masses. However, the values we present are computed at the messenger scale and R.G. effects are important and should be taken into account, and R.G. effects may be sufficient to solve this problem.
Even though this model allows us to use a solution to the doublet-triplet problem to get non-tachyonic scalar masses, and is very simple, it should be improved in order to become more realistic. A mechanism that makes the bifundamentals heavier would help reducing the tuning required to get unification: Where this plot is the R.G. evolution of the gauge couplings for the sample point we just presented.
Conclusions
In this paper we presented a model of F-term SUSY breaking with two SU (5) adjoint chiral messenger fields and a singlet. Coupling these adjoint fields to the SUSY breaking sector broke the degeneracy between vacua with different symmetry breaking patterns. This gave us a natural mechanism that could explain why the SU (5) GUT group is broken to the MSSM gauge group. In the particular model we presented this happened when one of the Yukawa couplings was < 1 and positive.
In it's simplest form the model was not viable as quarks and sleptons were tachyonic. We showed that in a large class of models that have gauge messengers, this is associated with the need to stabilize the sgoldstino vev far away from the origin, and is independent of the values of the parameters.
To solve this problem we proposed two scenarios:
SUSY is broken independently in two sectors, and gauge messengers exist in only one of them. There are two sgoldstinos that acquire different vevs. By choosing the ratio between these vevs it is possible to enhance the contributions from normal messengers and make both squark and sleptons non-tachyonic. We showed a concrete example where this scenario is realized, and that indeed squarks and sleptons can be non-tachyonic. Gaugino masses (and trilinear couplings) are generated at leading order in F/M at one loop (because of gauge messengers), and up to R.G. effects are lighter than scalars (up to one order of magnitude).
In the second scenario there are also two sectors,but SUSY is only broken in one of them. The SUSY breaking sector should have both gauge and normal messengers, while the sector where SUSY is not broken should have a field whose vev breaks the GUT symmetry. If this vev is larger than the sgoldstino vev, the contribution from normal messengers can be enhanced and squarks and sleptons can be non-tachyonic.
One natural realization of this scenario is the sliding singlet solution to the doublet-triplet problem (or other solutions to the doublet-triplet problem) together with the first model we presented, as the hidden sector. We showed that with this extension of the MSSM, there exists a region of parameter space and field vevs for which both squarks and sleptons are non-tachyonic. This is not a complete model, however, and some of its problems were identified.
We also did not solve the problems with the Witten hierarchy idea [40] , but instead argued that it should be the SUSY breaking scale that is much lower than the GUT scale. This could be because of some approximate symmetry in the high energy theory: if unbroken, this symmetry would make the "natural" choice of parameters in the low energy model to be such that, despite the rank condition, SUSY is not broken.
Appendix:
A Minimization of the potential:
The model is:
We shall describe the possible vevs that the Y fields can have using the generators of SU (5).
The generators of the Cartan subalgebra can be written as:
The other generators can simply be written with the help of the SU (2) generators.
Then the Y-fields can be written as
Where we take the √ 2 factor to so as to canonically normalize fields:
We can now use the gauge degrees of freedom to align the Y 0 vevs along the directions spanned by the Cartan subalgebra (i.e. along the diagonal). We shall use letters from the middle of the alphabet (usually k) to mean that the field corresponds to a direction of the Cartan subalgebra of SU (5), and a letter from the end of the alphabet to mean that the field is not along a direction spanned by the Cartan subalgebra (usually r).
We now analyze the F-term equations, we shall start by looking at the F-terms that are not along the Cartan subalgebra directions. By virtue of the gauge choice, the F-term equations for the y r 2 directions vanish (not for the Cartan subalgebra directions), and the F-term equations for the y r 0 fields also take a very simple form:
Where f 1 (y 21 0 , y 22 0 , y 23 0 , y 24 0 ) = m+
, and different f's have different expressions. So, the solution to these equations is given by y r 2 = 0. The reason why we can do this for these fields is that they do not appear in any other F-term equations, so V F will have a quadratic term in these y r 2 with a positive semi-definite coefficient given by |f r | 2 . So, by choosing the Y 0 to be diagonal,one gets that due to the F-term equations Y 2 is also diagonal.
We will now subdivide the problem of minimizing V F = W i W i into three cases: The symmetry breaking pattern is SU (5) → SU (4) × U (1) 2 , SU (5) → SU (3) × SU (2) × U (1) and generically when:
We start by analyzing the case: SU (5) → SU (4) × U (1) 2 . This particular case is equivalent to choosing the vevs to lie along the direction spanned by T 24 , so there are only three complex variables in the problem: y 24 0 and y 24 2 and Φ. We use R-symmetry to choose Φ to be real. so we can write y 24 0 = y 0r + i y 0i , y 24 2 = y 2r + i y 2i and Φ is a real variable now. Then the V F potential is given by:
20 (y 2 0r + y 2 0i )(y 2 0r + y 2 0i + 4(y 2 2r + y 2 2i )) + +λ(4mΦ(y 2r y 0r + y1i
One then has to find the extremes of the potential by solving the system of equations corresponding to setting the gradient of the potential to 0 and check wether the solutions one find are local minima or maxima. One gets the following set of solutions:
Where we note that solutions 4 and 5 do not exist for small λ (and if λ < 0 these solutions are even more complicated).
The value of V F for solutions 1,2 and 3 is:
Where we note that solutions 2 and 3 are not equivalent and have different values for the potential at the minimum. One can now expand these solutions to linear order in λ and get the results mentioned in section 1.
The analysis of the case SU (5) → SU (3) × SU (2) × U (1) is very similar. We will just outline the main differences. The vevs are now chosen to be along a combination of the directions given by T 23 and T 24 : y 23 0 = 5/3y 24 0 , y 23 2 = 5/3y 24 2 . Again there are only 3 complex valued variables, and we can use R-symmetry to make one of them be real: y 24 0 = y 0r + i y 0i , y 24 2 = y 2r + i y 2i and Φ is real.
The extremes of the potential are:
As in the previous case these two last solutions only exist when λ is not small. The potential at the other three solutions is given by:
And if we expand these values we get the results quoted in section 1.
We now turn to the general case where no preferred symmetry breaking pattern is chosen. The first thing is to rescale all the Y-fields by m λ , as this simplifies the potential (if λ = 0 this makes the function to minimize independent of any parameter in the model).
Then we not that the fields y k 2 , due to their R-charge, can only appear in the F y k 0 terms. These are n-equations in n-variables (the y k 2 's) and can be solved. This obviously does not hurt the global minimization of the potential. The solutions are quite long and not particularly deep, so we shall not present them here. The bottom line is that one has only to consider the F-terms of the fields with R-charge equal to 2 in the minimization of the potential.
The potential can then be written as: 
Where v(x, y, z, w) is a complicated positive semi-definite function whose minimum is 0. The reason this must be so is that when λ = 0 the messengers decouple from the SUSY breaking sector, so their F-terms vanish in the vacuum. We will now use perturbation theory to minimize this potential where we will take This system of equations has 2 4 = 16 solutions out of which only three are independent:
The rest being permutations of these solutions(there are 1 + 5 2 + 5 = 16 of these). One can then use perturbation theory and expand around the solutions we found to linear order in λ λ 2 to get approximate solutions to the potential. Since these approximations will respect one of the symmetry breaking patterns we have already studied we shall not repeat this operation here.
B The messenger mass matrices
Let us now assume that λ > 0, and focus on the case when the GUT group is broken down to the MSSM gauge group. Due to the Higgsing of the GUT group the adjoints of SU (5) Let us now get the fermionic and bosonic masses for the particles in the model. We shall focus in the region of parameter space where λ < 1, λy > m.
If we focus first in the fermionic mass matrix for the adjoint fields of the unbroken SU (3), (since we saw that all vevs are real values, we shall drop complex conjugation symbols to simplify the formulas) we get that the fermionic mass matrix for these fields is given by: To linear order in λ and second order in 1 λy we get:
The scalar mass matrix can be written as:
Or replacing the vevs:
And the eigenvalues are given by:
For the adjoints of SU (2) the mass matrix is very similar, the fermion masses are:
And the scalar masses are:
So that for large values of the pseudomodulos vev one of the fields gets heavy while the other gets light. This is a simple consequence of R-symmetry together with the fact that these adjoints do not enter in the Higgs mechanism (i.e. they only get masses through the superpotential). Since the superpotential is R-symmetric, one can generically show that the det(M ) does not depend of the vev of the scalar partner of the goldstino y (i.e our flat direction). Since T r(M ) does depend on y, it has to be that for large values of y one of the eigenvalues has to go with m 1−r y r while the other goes as (m 1+r y −r , for some value of r. This gives us a sort of see-saw mechanism where as y increases one of the field becomes lighter and the other becomes heavier.
The complete fermionic mass matrices (we take all vevs to be real):
Where: 
if y 24 2 is sufficiently large, the splittings in the scalar mass matrices are small, so that F/M can be computed as the mass splitting over the mass (i.e. this is exact up to (F/M ) 2 corrections). By doing this one gets that:
for both gauge and non-gauge messengers (for gauge messengers one has to do this for the fermionic mass matrix, but the discussion goes through almost word by word).
C Soft terms in models with two mass thresholds
Let us now compute the leading order contribution to squark masses assuming that there are two mass thresholds (and one SUSY breaking scale). One of the thresholds concerns normal (non-gauge messengers) and the other is with respect to normal gauge messengers. Here we will assume that gauge messengers are heavier than non-gauge messengers.
The computation of the running gauge function is done by solving the beta-function R.G. equations, one gets three solutions: one above the GUT scale, one between the GUT scale (where the gauge messengers are integrated out) and the non-gauge messengers, and one below the scale of the non-gauge messengers. These are respectively:
Where b ′′ ,b ′ ,b are the gauge function beta-function coefficients in the three different regimes. And the mass of the gauge messengers is (X, X), and the mass of the normal messengers is X 2 .
We shall introduce now the following notation for the real gauge coupling and the squark wave-function renormalization functions and spurion-like fields: if they have a subscript s they are to be understood as the analytically continued functions into superspace, while if they do not have an s subscript, they are ordinary (scalar part) functions.
Upon continuation to superspace one gets:
(X s , X s ) = (x, x) + θ 2 (x, F ) + θ 2 (F, x) + θ 2 θ 2 (F, F )
And x 2 is the mass scale of the non-gauge messengers and F 2 is the component of the goldstino that they couple to. For the gauge messengers X is the goldstino and F is the vev of the F-term associated.
We can now see how the expectation values of the auxiliary components of the real gauge coupling get vevs upon this analytic continuation into superspace. Replacing the definitions of (X s , X s ) and X 2s "spurions" into the equations of the real gauge couplings we get:
One can now solve the R.G. equation for the wave function-renormalization Z Q , and get that:
Replacing the expression for the running gauge couplings in this expression and recalling that in a general model m
We get that:
Where χ1 = α(M ) α(µ) − 1,χ2 = α(x2) α(µ) − 1. So that we see that if we set χ1 and χ2 to zero, we get a sum of the naive expectations for the masses.
